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Abstract: This paper presents the design and analysis of nano-structured gratings to improve the
conversion efficiency in GaAs solar cells by reducing the light reflection losses. A finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) simulation tool is used to design and simulate the light reflection losses of
the subwavelength grating (SWG) structure in GaAs solar cells. The SWG structures perform as
an excellent alternative antireflective (AR) coating due to their capacity to reduce the reflection losses
in GaAs solar cells. It allows the gradual change in the refractive index that confirms an excellent AR
and the light trapping properties, when compared with the planar thin film structures. The nano-rod
structure performs as a single layer AR coating, whereas the triangular (i.e., conical or perfect
cone) and parabolic (i.e., trapezoidal/truncated cone) shaped nano-grating structures perform as
a multilayer AR coating. The simulation results confirm that the reflection loss of triangular-shaped
nano-grating structures having a 300-nm grating height and a 830-nm period is about 2%, which
is about 28% less than the flat type substrates. It also found that the intermediate (i.e., trapezoidal
and parabolic)-shaped structures, the light reflection loss is lower than the rectangular shaped
nano-grating structure, but higher than the triangular shaped nano-grating structure. This analysis
confirmed that the triangular shaped nano-gratings are an excellent alternative AR coating for
conversion efficiency improvement in GaAs solar cells.
Keywords: FDTD simulation; nano-structures; light reflection loss; solar cells; subwavelength grating
(SWG); triangular or conical shaped nano-grating
1. Introduction
In recent years, subwavelength grating (SWG) structures have been identified as promising
candidates for realizing high conversion efficiency in photovoltaics or solar cells due to their small
amount of reflection losses. If the period or pitch of a single grating structure is less than the wavelength
of the incident light then it behaves like a homogeneous medium with an effective refractive index [1].
Therefore, the SWG structures can provide gradual changes of the refractive index that confirm
an excellent antireflective (AR) and light-trapping properties into the substrate compared to a planar-
or flat-type thin film substrates [1,2]. This type of nano-grating or nano-rod structure performs as
a single layer AR coating, whereas the triangular (such as, conical or perfect cone) and parabolic
shaped nano-grating structures are performing as a multilayer broadband AR coating [3–8]. There are
some other reports found in the literature related to improving the optical gain in solar cell systems,
including surface plasmon resonance-based multilayer structures and also a new design of GaAs solar
cells [9–12].
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There are several types of losses in solar cell that always reduces its conversion efficiency.
Among them, the reflection loss is one of the most important factor that decreases the conversion
efficiency of solar cells significantly. The thin-film AR coating can minimize the reflection losses only
for certain ranges of wavelengths and the formation of coating on film can be a complex process, as well
as having several drawbacks, such as, adhesion and thermal mismatch, etc., and the instability under
thermal cycling [2–4,8]. Therefore, the SWG structure (i.e., triangular or conical shaped) has a gradual
change in refractive index that lead to a lesser reflection losses over a wide range of wavelengths and
the angle of incidences [2,8,13–17].
In this paper, a finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulation tool is used to simulate the
reflection losses for different types of nano-grating structures or shapes [9–11,16–22]. We have
considered the following nano-grating profiles: (i) rectangular-; (ii) trapezoidal (i.e., truncated cone or
hatch top)-; and (iii) triangular (i.e., conical or perfect cone)-shaped, which is used for the simulation.
From the simulation results, an optimum nano-grating height and pitch or period for the SWG
structures were optimized. The reflection loss for a rectangular-shaped SWG structure is >30%, but
for a triangular (i.e., conical or perfect cone)-shaped SWG structure, the refractive index changes
gradually in several steps; finally, the reflection loss is about 2%. However, the intermediate structures
(such as, trapezoidal- or truncated cone- and parabolic-shaped), the reflection loss is lower than the
rectangular-shaped SWG structure, but higher than the triangular (i.e., conical or perfect cone)-shaped
SWG structures. This reduction of reflection losses confirms the improvement of conversion efficiency
in solar cells. The optimized SWG structures confirm that the reflection loss is about 2%, which is
about 28% less than that of a flat type substrate or a rectangular shaped nano-grating structure.
This paper is organized as follows: the introduction is in Section 1, Section 2 consists of
an antireflective coating, moth’s-eye principle, and the SWG structure. Geometric shape design of
nano-gratings is discussed in Section 3. The design of nano-grating structures is discussed in Section 4.
A nano-structures simulation by using FDTD simulation tool is in Section 5. Section 6 presents the
simulation results and discussion. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 7.
2. Background of Coating and SWG Structure
2.1. Antireflection Coating
The application of the AR coating is suitable for the reduction of reflection losses in solar cells.
The conversion efficiency of a solar cell can be increased by using an AR coating, because the AR
coating can reduce the reflection losses of light only for certain wavelengths (such as, IR (infrared),
visible, an UV (ultraviolet), give good performance). A minimum reflectance can be achieved when
the refractive index equates to the square root of the refractive indices of two media [2]. The strength
of the light reflection depends on the refractive indices of both the media and angle of the surface to
the beam of light.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of light reflection and transmission on a glass substrate with and
without a thin film coating [17]. Here, the incident light is travelling from air to a plain or common
glass substrate (upper portion in Figure 1). The intensity of the incident light is I, reflected light is
R.I, and transmitted light is T.I. However, when a thin film coating is added on top of the plain glass
substrate then the light reflection is reduced. Here, I is the incident light on the coating, R01 is the
reflected light at the interface of air and thin film coating, and transmitted light is T01I. Hence, the
incident light at the coating and glass interface is T01I, transmitted light is T1sT01I and reflected light is
R1sT01I (as shown in Figure 1).
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of refractive  index decreases  the  light reflection. This approach  is suitable for solar cells model  to 
reduce the reflection losses and increase the conversion efficiency [2,8,13,15,17]. 
Figure 1. Comparison of light reflection losses on a plain glass substrate (upper portion: sky blue) by
using a thin film on the plain glass substrate (lower portion: light green).







where, R is the reflection co-efficient or reflectance, n0 is the refractive index of the first media (here, it
is air), and ns is refractive index of the second media (here, it is glass substrate).
In this situation, if the visible light is travelling from the first media (i.e., air, where n0 = 1.0) to
the second media (i.e., a plain or common glass substrate, where ns = 1.5), the light reflection R is 4%.
However, when a thin film coating is added on the plain or common glass substrate then it (i.e., thin
film coating and the glass together) reduced the reflection losses. The new optimum or equivalent




1.0× 1.5 = 1.225. Th reflection loss of each interface is abou 1%. i.e.,
the total reflecti n is about 2%. It was calculated that an intermediate coating between the air and plain
glass substrate can reduce the reflection losses by half (which is about 50%). However, the formation
of an AR coating film can be a complex process and there are several drawbacks, such as adhesion,
thermal mismatch, and instability under thermal cycling [2–4,8].
2.2. Moth’s-Eye Princi le
The versatile visual systems of animals are interesting examples for imagination of nature’s design.
The com lex optical onc pts evolved as a result of adaptation of different species to their environment.
To identify the innovative applications for modern op ics from broad biological repertoir r quires
two necessary steps. These are: (i) to understand how a system orks; and (ii) appropriate process
technology to reproduce the nature’s design on non-living matters.
A real example of this concept is the AR surface that found on the eyes of certain butterfly species
in the nature. The compound eyes of these insects are equipped with a periodic array of the SWG
structured bumps. This structure is simply referred to as “moth eye” structure after the moth’s were, it
was observed for the first time, thereby it reduces t e light reflection losses, while the transmission
of the chitin-lens is increased. The evol tionary benefit for the moth is improved visi n in a dim
enviro ent while chances to be seen by a predator are lowered.
The idea of SWG structures has been adopted from moths’ eyes principle [8,17]. The surface of
a moth’s eyes is covered with nano-structured film that absorbs most of the lights instead of reflecting
back as shown in Figure 2. The nano-structured film consists of a hexagonal pattern bump about
200 nm high, which performs as an AR, because the bumps are smaller than the wavelength of the
visible light. The refractive index between the air and the surface changes gradually, and this gradual
change of refractive index decreases the light reflection. This approach is suitable for solar cells model
to reduce the reflection losses and increase the conversion efficiency [2,8,13,15,17].
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Figure 2. The structure of moth-eyes which is covered by the nano-structured film [8,17].
2.3. Subwavelength Grating (SWG) Structure
The subwavelength features have a gradual change in refractive index which acts as a multilayer
AR coating leading to a reduced light reflection losses over broadband ranges of wavelength and
angle of incidence. The AR coating is an optical coating that is applied to the surface of lenses or any
other optical devices to reduce the light reflections. This coating assists the light capturing capacity
or improves the fficie cy of optical devices, such as lenses or solar c lls. Henc , an optimum light
reflec ion can be obtained when the efractive index equates to the square root of the refractive indices
of wo medium [2]. The multilayer AR coatings can reduce the light reflection losses and increases the
conversion efficiency of solar cells.
Figure 3 shows the nano-grating str ctures of rectangular and triangular shaped profiles and the
plot of SWG structure height versus the effective refractive index (n) for silicon (Si) substrate [16,17].
It shows that for a rectangular-shaped SWG structure, the refractive index changes very rapidly from
air (n = 1.0) to the nano-structured grating zone (approximately 2.5 at TM mode) [1]. The light reflection
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Figure 3. Nano‐structured grating of rectangular ( r  l      triangular (or conical)‐shaped profile, 
and the plot of SWG height versus the effective refractive i ex (n) for a silicon (Si) substrate [16,17]. Figure 3. Nano-structured grating of rectangular (or flat type)- and triangular (or conical)-shaped
profile, and the plot of SWG height versus the effective refractive index (n) for a silicon (Si) substrate [16,17].
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From Figure 3, the total light reflection from the nano-grating structure can be calculated using
the following equation:
Rtotal = R1 + R2 (3)
where, R1 is the light reflection at the interface of the air and the grating structure, and R2 is the light
reflection at the interface of the grating structure and the substrate.
If the grating structure has a shorter pitch or period than the wavelength of the incident light,
it acts as a homogeneous medium with an effective refractive index [1]. According to Figure 3, the
calculated light reflection loss is more than 20.2% for a rectangular-shaped grating structure [1]. For the
triangular- or conical-shaped SWG structures, the refractive index changes gradually in several steps,
hence the reflection becomes less than 8% [1]. In the parabolic structure, the reflection loss is lower than
the rectangular-shaped grating structure but higher than that the triangular-shaped grating structure
(about 5%) [14].
3. Geometric Shape Design of Nano-Gratings
This section briefly discussed the geometric shape design of nano-grating structure on the GaAs
substrates. The SWG structures are namely; (i) rectangular-shaped SWG (as shown in Figure 4c);
(ii) trapezoidal-shaped SWG with different aspect ratios (i.e., 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 0.9) as shown in
Figure 4b; and (iii) triangular-shaped SWG (as shown in Figure 4a).
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Figure 4. Geometric shape design of nano-grating structures those are used in the simulations.
(a) triangular-shaped SWG; (b) trapezoidal-shaped SWG; and (c) rectangular-shaped SWG.
The term aspect ratio (AspR) is defined as the ratio betw en the top length over the base length





where, “a” is the top length and “b” is the base length of the geometric shapes (such as, triangle,
trapezoid, and rectangle). For a rectangular-shaped nano-grating profile, the AspR is ‘1’ (i.e., the top
and base length of the rectangle is equal) and for the triangular-shaped nano-grating profile, the AspR
is ‘0’ (i.e., the top length of the triangle is ‘0’ co r t t ase length of the triangle). How ver,
for a trapezoidal-shaped nano-grating the Asp is b) < 1, i.e., it lies between ‘0’ to ‘1’ (such as,
0.1–0.9.). Thes nano-grating shapes play an i r the light tra ping inside the substrate
that ffect on the conversion efficiency of solar cells. Therefore, the design of na - r i is
essential to reduc the light reflection losses and improve th conversion efficiency in GaAs solar cells.
In the next section, the design of nano-grating structures is discussed briefly.
4. Design of Nano-Grating Struct
This section discussed about the nano-gratings shape design and modeling of nano-gratings
structures (i.e., SWG structures). The light reflection is strongly dependent on the nano-grating
structures; therefore, an appropriate design of nano-grating structure is important and essential to
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model for reduction of reflection losses of light. For this reason, the nano-grating shapes are designed
and optimized to reduce the light reflection losses from the surface of the GaAs solar cells or panels.
The modeled nano-structured gratings are: (i) rectangular-shaped nano-grating profile (as shown
in Figure 5a); (ii) trapezoidal-shaped nano-grating profile with different aspect ratios of 0.1–0.9 (as
shown in Figure 5b); and (iii) triangular-shaped nano-grating profile (as shown in Figure 5c). Here,
we discussed all these nano-grating shapes as shown in Figure 5a–c. For the rectangular-shaped
nano-grating profile, the aspect ratio is ‘1’ (i.e., the top and base length of the trapezoid is equal),
for trapezoidal-shaped nano-grating profile, the aspect ratio varies from ‘0.1–0.9’ (i.e., it depends
on the top length of the trapezoid), and for the triangular-shaped nano-grating profile, the aspect
ratio is ‘0’ (i.e., the top length of the trapezoid is zero compared to the base length of the trapezoid).
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Figure  5.  Nano‐grating  profiles  for  the  simulation  of  light  reflection  in  GaAs  solar  cells:  (a) 








Figure 5. Nano-grating profiles for the simulation of light reflection in GaAs solar cells: (a) rectangular-shaped
nano-grating profile; (b) trapezoidal-shaped nano-grating profile; and (c) triangular- or conical-shaped
nano-grating profile. Here, the nano-gratings and substrate are gallium arsenide (GaAs).
5. Nano-Structures Simulation by FDTD
The Optiwave FDTD (OptiFDTD) si ulation tool is a very powerful, highly-integrated software
that allows computer aided design and adva ce si lati f passive photonic components.
The FDTD method is an intuitive l the partial differential equations numerically [19].
It is a simple method util zes the central diff i ation to discretize the two Maxwell’s
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curl equations, namely, Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws, both in time and spatial domains, and then it
solves the resulting equations numerically to derive the electric and magnetic field distributions at
each time step using an explicit leapfrog scheme. The FDTD solution, thus derived, is second-order
accurate, and is stable if the time step satisfies the Courant condition. One of the most important
attributes of the FDTD algorithm is that it is appropriately parallel in nature, i.e., parallel processing in
both the time and spatial domains, because it only requires exchange of information at the interfaces
of the sub-domains in the parallel processing scheme, which consequently makes it faster and more
efficient [20].
The OptiFDTD software package is based on the FDTD algorithm was originally proposed by
K. S. Yee in 1966 [21,22]. It introduced a modeling technique with second order central differences
to solve the Maxwell equations applying a finite difference approach (or mathematics). The FDTD
algorithm can directly calculate the value of E (electric field intensity) and H (magnetic field intensity)
at different points of the computational domain. Since then, it has been used for several applications
and many extensions of the basic algorithm have been developed [22–28].
In the two-dimensional (2D) FDTD simulation for TM wave (Ex, Hy, Ez—nonzero components,
propagation along with Z, transverse field variations along with X) in lossless media, Maxwell's
equations take the following form:
∂Hy
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Figure 6. Basic numerical  simulation of a 2D  computational domain of FDTD  software  for nano‐
grating structures. The detail location of TM fields in the computational domain. 
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Figure 6. Basic numerical simulation of a 2D computational domain of FDTD software for nano-grating
structures. The detail location of TM fields in the computational domain.
Figure 6 shows the basic numerical representation of a 2D computational domain of OptiFDTD
software for nano-grating structures simulation. Now, the electric field components Ex and Ez are
associated with the cell edges, while the magnetic field Hy is located at the center of the cell.
6. Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, we discussed the simulation results of SWG structures. The simulation results
obtained by using the OptiFDTD software package, which is based on the FDTD method that was
developed by Optiwave Inc. (Ottawa, ON, Canada) [22]. This FDTD software gives numerical solutions
by using Maxwell’s equation.
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The FDTD simulation tool is used to calculate the light reflection losses of SWG structures (here,
GaAs solar cells) for conversion efficiency improvement. The nano-grating pitch or period and height
of the SWG structures were varied to realize the minimum reflection losses in GaAs solar cells. Figure 7
shows the light reflection losses spectra for several nano-grating heights (such as, the heights are varied
from 100 nm to 400 nm) with different pitches or periods. The pitches or periods for this simulation
are: (Figure 7a) 200 nm, (7b) 300 nm, (7c) 350 nm, (7d) 400 nm, and (7e) 830 nm. For this simulation,
the incident light wavelength was kept constant at 830 nm. The simulated results show that with
the increase of nano-grating heights, the light reflection reduces and reached to the saturation of
light reflection at 300 nm. In this case, the nano-grating height about 300 nm has the minimum light
reflection losses for GaAs solar cells. This is due to the saturation of the nano-grating’s height for this
specific design. Hence, this results confirm that when the nano-grating height is about 300 nm the light
reflection loss is minimum. It has also been observed that the light reflection for 300 nm and 350 nm
nano-grating height is very close. This nano-grating height for light reflection is minimum and it is
saturated, which is the similar tendency as reported in [3]. When the nano-grating height increases
further, such as the nano-grating height is 400 nm, the light reflection again increases as shown in
Figure 7. It has again confirmed from the Figure 8. The light reflection versus nano-grating height is
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Figure 7. Light reflection spectra for several triangular- or conical-shaped nano-grating heights
with different pitch or period. The periods are: (a) triangular- or conical-shaped nano-grating with
pitch 200 nm; (b) triangular- or conical-shaped nano-grating with pitch 300 nm; (c) triangular- or
conical-shaped nano-grating with a pitch 350 nm; (d) triangular- or conical-shaped nano-grating with
pitch 400 nm; and (e) triangular- or conical-shaped nano-grating with pitch 830 nm. The incident light
wavelength is kept constant at 830 nm.
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Grating Pitch (or Period) 830 nm
Figure 8. Light reflection versus nao-grating height characteristics when the grating pitch or period is
kept constant at 830 nm.
Figure 8 shows the simulated minimum light reflection versus the nano-grating height
characteristics for a triangular (i.e., conical or perfect cone)-shaped nano-grating structure of GaAs
having a constant period at 830 nm. The minimum light reflection about 2% was observed at 300 nm
nano-grating height. However, when the nano-grating heights further increased to 350 nm and 400 nm,
then the light reflection increased further to higher order direction, such as about 4%. Therefore, this
results indicated that the nano-grating height about 300 nm has the minimum reflection losses for
GaAs solar cells. This simulated results confirmed that the nano-grating height about 300 nm is the
optimum nano-grating height for minimum light reflection losses of GaAs solar cells. Hence, most of
the incident light passes through the GaAs substrate without reflecting back to the air (i.e., reduced the
light reflection losses) and it increases the conversion efficiency of GaAs solar cells significantly.
For minimum light reflection, we have considered different aspect ratio’s for the nano-grating
period or pitches of 830-nm to obtain the minimum light reflection for GaAs solar cells structure.
The parameter “aspect ratio” controls the shape of the nano-grating structure. Figure 9 shows the
minimum light reflection loss for the nano-grating pitch (or period) of 830 nm. For this case, the
minimum light reflection is approximately 1%–2% with the nano-grating height of 300–400 nm, when
the aspect ratio is ‘0’. However, the light reflection is increased to 1%–4% (with the aspect ratio of 0.5)
and the nano-grating height of 250–450 nm; and reaches to 13%–17% with the aspect ratio of 0.8 and
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Grating Pitch (or Period) 830 nm
Figure 9. Minimum light reflection versus the nano-grating height characteristics with the grating
period or pitch of 830 nm. Here, the aspect ratio is considered “0” as triangular-shaped nano-grating,
“0.5” and “0.8” as the trapezoidal-shaped nano-grating.
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Figure 10 shows the minimum light reflection versus the aspect ratio characteristics for different
nano-grating heights. For this study, the nano-grating height is varied from 50 nm to 500 nm. For this
case, the nano-grating period is kept constant at 830 nm. Here, the aspect ratio is varied from ‘0’ to ‘1’.
As discussed earlier, when the aspect ratio is ‘0’ then the shape of the nano-grating is triangular and
when the aspect ratio is >0 but <1, then the shape of the nano-grating is trapezoidal. However, when
the aspect ratio is ‘1’ then the shape of the nano-grating is rectangular. The simulated results show the
light reflection for 50 nm grating height is >26%, which is like a flat type (about 30% light reflection)
substrates. From the plot, it shows clearly that when the nano-grating height increasing from 50 nm to
250–350 nm, then the light reflection is decreasing sharply and drops to about 2%. However, if further
increasing the nano-grating height, the reflection loss is increasing rapidly and reached toward to the























and  reduces  the  light  reflection  losses  from  the  surface  of  the  substrates  or  panels.  From  the 
simulations, it also noticed that the intermediate structures (i.e., trapezoidal‐ and parabolic‐shaped), 
the light reflection loss is lower than the rectangular shaped nano‐grating structure but higher than 
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Figure 10. Minimum light reflection versus the aspect ratios for different nano-grating heights with the
grating period or pitch of 830-nm. Here, the nano-grating height is varied from 50 nm to 500 nm.
7. Conclusions
In conclusion, this paper reported the design and analysis of nano-structured gratings that can
improve the conversion efficiency in GaAs solar cells. The light reflection is about 2% with an optimized
nano-grating height of about 300 nm and the period of about 830 nm, which is about 28% lower than
that of flat type substrates. The light reflection is calculated by the FDTD simulation tool. The simulated
results confirm that the light reflection of a rectangular-shaped nano-grating structure is about 30%,
however, the light reflection becomes about 2% for a triangular (i.e., conical or perfect cone)-shaped
nano-grating structure, because the refractive index changes gradually in several steps and reduces
the light reflection losses from the surface of the substrates or panels. From the simulations, it also
noticed that the intermediate structures (i.e., trapezoidal- and parabolic-shaped), the light reflection
loss is lower than the rectangular shaped nano-grating structure but higher than the triangular-shaped
nano-grating structure. The simulated results confirm that the reduction of light reflection losses will
increase the conversion efficiency significantly in GaAs solar cells can be correlated to a practical
example of higher conversion efficiency achieved in thin layer dielectric-coated graphene/GaAs
solar cells [12]. Therefore, it has confirmed that the triangular (i.e., conical or perfect cone)-shaped
nano-grating structures are an excellent alternative antireflective (AR) coating for the reduction of light
reflection losses and improve the conversion efficiency in GaAs solar cells for a sustainable future.
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